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Disclaimer 

This document is intended to provide direction and requirements for the execution of a Database as a Service 
(DBaaS) specific to the use of the REST API provided with the Cloud Pack for Oracle Database and should be 
reviewed/executed in a specific customer’s environment for accuracy.  This document is intended to provide an 
operational best practices reference only, using calls that will facilitate the administration and execute of the 
DBaaS features. 

Introduction 

With the latest release of Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c,enhancements have been made to the REST API 
that now facilitate the administration as well as the operational use of features in the Cloud Pack for Oracle 
database that enable customers to now fully automate the administration of assets. It also facilitates the self-
service model for private cloud, enabling the customer to fully automate the actual request and governors of 
database needs by a given Line of Business. (LOBs).  Through the use of the REST API, the customer can 
streamline the process of delivering critically needed databases to the LOBs at a fraction of the current 
Operational Expenses (OPEX) cost.  Some critical business benefits are as follows: 

Standardization – With the implementation of DBaaS REST API the customer will be able to reduce (OPEX) 
by standardizing the provisioning of databases in a fully automated fashion.  That is to say, the database 
request from various organizations would be self-service and based on a standard build of the database 
specific to the binaries, structure and data.   

Centralization – With the streamlining of database provisioning via DBaaS REST API, the customer can 
centralize the overall management and lifecycle of the entire private cloud landscape and ensure that service 
levels are maintained as well as ensuring that the service offerings meet the customer’s needs. 

Simplification – With a central and standard delivery model, the customer will also simplify the entire 
configuration landscape. This will reduce OPEX by way of reducing the number of Oracle Homes (OH) and 
databases being managed. Consolidation of OHs and databases will also contribute to a reduction in Capital 
Expense (CAPEX) by ensuring that the customer maximizes the use of existing resources in a datacenter or 
ensure that pending purchases are fully used. Finally, the simplification and consolidation will also reduce 
CAPEX by reducing environments in the datacenter itself.  This translates to reduced power, A/C and a 
reduction in real estate required to satisfy the business needs while ensuring that IT can provide the proper 
environments, maintaining world-class standards for the business. 
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 Implementation Requirements 

Prior to using the REST API, it is critical to have all the required Packs installed in Enterprise Manager. These 
Packs enable the functionality and empower the customer to take advantage of all the OPEX and CAPEX 
savings by way of streamlining IT and business process. 

 The following are the software requirements: 

• Database Lifecycle Management Pack (DBLM) – This pack is used in the provisioning of the 
database itself.  That is to say, the foundation of Database as a Service is the speed of implementation 
of a DB build or the “time to market”.  The DBLM Pack enables this with standard “out of the box” 
features that enable the customer to implement very quickly with no required customizations. Other 
features in the pack enable the customer to manage patching of DBs, configuration management and 
security compliance.  The provisioning features of the pack are what enable the backend requirements 
for the Cloud Pack for Oracle Database. 

• Cloud Management Pack for Oracle Database – This is the “heart” of the DBaaS offering and 
enables the actual REST API.  Once this pack is enabled, the customer has access to all the rich 
features in the REST API that will be discussed in this document.  This unlocks the administration and 
use of the DBaaS offering in Enterprise Manager.  This includes the Self Service Portal, REST API, 
and administration of zones, pools, quotas and service templates.  Finally, the Cloud Pack for Oracle 
Database enables metering of resources being used in your private cloud estate.  This includes 
chargeback/show back of resources used at the OS and DB level to ensure that proper accounting is 
kept for resource usage in your private cloud. 

• EM Command Line Installation (EMCLI) – Prior to the full implementation of the DBaaS REST 
integration, you will need to install the EM on a central orchestration server.  The following are the 
details as to the installation: 

o Download the EMCLI code: 

§ wget --no-check-certificate 
https://<your_em_host:port>/em/public_lib_download/emcli/kit/emclikit.jar 

§ setenv JAVA_HOME /usr/local/packages/j2sdk1.6.0_43 

§ $JAVA_HOME/bin/java -jar emclikit.jar -install_dir=<em_cli_home_dir> 

§ /emcli setup -url="EM-URL" -username=sysman -password=<passwd> -trustall 

Once the installation is complete, you will be ready to use the EMCLI call to obtain various inputs 
required to execute a specific REST call.  Access to the “EMCLI” executable should be very limited 
to the user on the host who would be executing the orchestration via the REST calls. 
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Implementation Flow 

With the implementation of DBaaS and the use of the REST API, there is a specific implementation flow. That 
process is outlined in this document, based on operational best practices.  

Administrative implementation  

This is the setup and administration of the artifacts that will drive the private cloud implementation in your 
environment.  With the implementation of a private cloud, one should change the way they think of allocating 
resources for the building of databases.  In the “old days” one would create all of the storage, OS and network 
requirements for each and every database that was requested or built.  With a private cloud setup, the 
resources are “pooled” and therefore, the setup and administration of the private cloud resources are managed 
on an “as required” basis.  Once the zones, pools and storage are allocated to the private cloud environment, 
the customer only manages by exception and enables the end user to access those resources when needed, 
streamlining the entire build process. The build of the “cloud framework” is completed first before the user can 
consume the private cloud resources. 

Operational Use  

This is when and how the customer actually begins to consume the private cloud resources.  This is where “the 
rubber hits the road” as they say.  Once the administrative tasks are completed and setup in a standard fashion 
as to simply and reduce OPEX, the service templates then can be offered to the consumer via Enterprise 
Manager REST API.  A 3rd party orchestration tool can then access the REST API and make calls to the 
automation framework in Enterprise Manager, based on input from the customer or workflow process.  This 
evokes the use of the REST API and the resources are built in a fully automated fashion.  Once the customer 
has completed the administrative tasks and further incorporated the operational use cases into the workflow, 
you now begin to see further OPEX reduction as well as a streamlining of asset delivery to the customer, the 
reduction of “time to market’. 

JSON Validation & Testing 

Version Control 

Specific to JSON, this document references V1 and V2 specific to the calls offered in the Cloud Pack for Oracle 
Database.  Oracle continues to simplify the calls, working hard to improve the ease of implementation of the 
REST API.  V2 is the primary focus in this document and V1 calls are used at this time to round out the 
requirements.  Eventually, the V1 version will be deprecated and will be announced via the standard Oracle 
Support channels. 

JSON Syntax Validation 

As you exercise the required calls, adjustments will be required.  In coding the bodies of each JSON call, it will 
be critical to ensure that the syntax is correct and as well, avoid “code frustrations”.  From a best practices 
perspective, Oracle recommends you use a JSON syntax validation tool. We frequently use the JSON code 
validation tool here. Simply copy the required body code into the JSONLint tool and click “validate”.  This will 
tell you if the JSON body code is authored correctly.  Once validated, you can be confident that the JSON body 
is structured correctly. 

JSON Testing 

To execute a give JSON call, you will need a tool to validate the call as well as the ability to review the return of 
a given call.  As a best practice, Oracle recommends you use the Chrome Postman RESTful Client. 

Postman will enable you to exercise the required calls before working to fully integrate into the desired 3rd party 
workflow/integration tool. 
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Integration Opportunities 

The primary drive for using the REST API is to complete the implementation of a fully integrated and 
automated flow that will minimize the “human touch” and streamline processes.  With the implementation of the 
REST API, one can take advantage of this automated flow.  Cloud Management Pack for Oracle Database is a 
critical piece of the integration and will enable the customers to provision and administer Oracle databases as 
part of a wider automation strategy.  There are a number of tools that can be interfaced with the REST API 
including Ansible, Putty, Chef, Jenkins and OpenStack just to name a few.  As the REST API provided by 
Enterprise Manager is based on standard JSON calls, it is wide open to interface with whatever automation 
solution a customer chooses that can interface with REST APIs. 

       Administrative Implementation  

The following section outlines the flow and calls required to implement a private cloud via the Cloud 
Management Pack for Oracle Database REST API.  This flow will ensure that you have the proper foundation 
in place to successfully deploy your private cloud via REST API. 

The administrative flow incorporates the use of the Enterprise Manager Command Line Interface (EMCLI) as 
well as the Cloud REST API as some of the setup requirements focus on user creation and DB creation that 
are part of the core EM functionality.  Additional documentation around the EMCLI can be found here.  We will 
provide the calls needed to complete the administrative flow in this document. 

As well in this section, you will see actual REST API calls that should be used to execute administrative tasks.  
Note that under each REST API call, there are “Actions”.  These are helpful notes to assist in obtaining all of 
the input variables for a give call.  Remember, these are critical in the successful use of any give REST API 
call.  

EMCLI Login   

Prior to executing the below EMCLI commands, one needs to log into the EMCLI, as follows; 

$OMS_HOME/oms/bin/emcli login -username=sysman (password will be requested after submission) 

Create Roles  

 All entitlements are driven by roles in Enterprise Manager for the UI and the REST API is no different. There 
are specific roles needed to access the REST API.  Before we can enable these features for a given user, the 
roles that are to be assigned to the user need to be created.  Use the following to create the proper roles: 

$OMS_HOME/oms/bin/emcli create_role -name “ACME_DBAAS_ROLE” -type=”em_role” -description=”Cloud 
Role” -roles=”em_ssa_user” 

User Creation  

Before we can use the REST API to call a service template request for a database, we need to authenticate 
into the REST API.  This is no different than the login requirement at the UI level and drives all privileges used 
in the REST API by the user login.  All access and entitlements for private cloud implementation are driven by 
roles and user accounts in Enterprise Manager.  Use the following to create a user in Enterprise Manager 
specific to Cloud: 

$OMS_HOME/oms/bin/emcli create_user -name=”ACME_DBAAS_USER” -password=”<user password>” –
type=”em_user” -roles=”cloud role” -email=user@domain.com -desc=”cloud user” 
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Creation Zones  

Zones are based on a group of OS/hosts that are managed targets in Enterprise Manger.  Prior to creating the 
zones, the agents must be deployed to the OS/host.  Additional information on agent deployment can be found 
here.  Remember, an OS/host can be part of only one zone and the zones are based on location, OS version and 
type (i.e., RAC or Single Instance).  Use the following REST API call to create a zone: 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body 
 
 
 
 
Note: hosts can only 
belong to one zone 

 

Action: Get the 
credential guid via ./emcli 
list_named_credentials -
noheader | grep –I 
<replace cred name> | 
awk '{ print $1}’ 

 

{ 
    "useExistingTarget": false, 
    "name": "ACME_PAAS_ZONE", 
    "type": "self_service_zone", 
    "memberTargetType": "host", 
    "members": [ 
        "host1.mydomain.com", 
        "host2.mydomain.com", 
        "host3.mydomain.com" 
], 

    "credentials": { 
        "name": "normal_credential_guid", 
        "value": "NC_HOST_ORACLE" 
}, 
    "placementConstraints": [ 
        { 
            "name": "MAX_CPU_UTILIZATION", 
            "value": "80" 
        }, 
        { 
            "name": "MAX_MEMORY_ALLOCATION", 
            "value": "80" 
        } 
    ], 
    "memberConstraints": [] 
} 

Request method POST 
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Creating Database Pools  

Once the Zone is created, the next step is to create the DB Pool.  A DB Pool is simply an Oracle Home (OH).  
There will be multiple pools in a zone.  That is to say, you would have more than one OH on an OS/host.  In most 
cases you will have a single ZONE with multiple DB pools (OHs).  The following will create a pool based on 
discovered Oracle Homes and named credentials created proper to private cloud setup. 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body 
 
 
 
 
 
Action: Get the OH 
members via ./emcli 
get_targets -
targets=\"%sidb 
%:oracle_home\" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action:  Get the cred 
GUID via emcli 
get_named_credential -
cred_name="host_cred"” 

 

{ 
    "name": "11gR2_4 RAC Pool", 
    "poolTargetType": "oracle_cloud_zone", 
    "description": "RAC Database Pool of Oracle Homes of version 11.2.0.4", 
    "paasZone": "ACME_PAAS_ZONE", 
    "members": [ 
        "OraDB11g_home2_2015_11_11_11_06_36_exd1db05.mydomain.com", 
        "OraDB11g_home2_2015_11_11_11_06_34_exd1db06.mydomain.com", 
        "OraDB11g_home2_2015_11_11_11_06_34_exd1db07.mydomain.com", 
        "OraDB11g_home2_2015_11_11_11_06_35_exd1db08.mydomain.com" 
    ], 
   "serviceFamily": "DBAAS", 
    "serviceType": "DBAAS", 
    "constraints": { 
        "items": [ 
            { 
                "name": "MAX_INSTANCES", 
                "value": "25" 
            } 
        ] 
    }, 
    "filters": { 
        "items": [ 
            { 
                "name": "CONFIGURATION", 
                "value": "rac_database" 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "VERSION", 
                "value": "11.2.0.4.0" 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "PLATFORM", 
                "value": "226" 
            } 
        ] 
    }, 
    "properties": { 
        "items": [ 
            { 
                "name": "host_credential_guid", 
                "value": "2431E1DCA0EE06B5E053DB6D6A0A1365" 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "root_credential_guid", 
                "value": "2431E1DCA0F106B5E053DB6D6A0A1365" 
            } 
        ] 
    } 
} 

Request method POST 

Creating Quotas  

Once the Zones and Pools are created, the User Quota should be set to limit the use of resources in the zones 
created.  Remember, we need to control what the user requests in the UI as well as the REST API. Administration 
of the quotas can also be completed with the following call. 
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Feature Description 
URI em/cloud/dbaas/quota 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/oracle.com.cloud.common.DbaasQuota+json 
Accept: application/oracle.com.cloud.common.DbaasQuota+json 

Body 
 
 

 { 
    "role_name": "ACME_DBAAS_ROLE", 
    "databases": "10", 
    "schema_services": "21", 
    "pluggable_databases": "22", 
    "storage": "99", 
    "memory": "99" 
} 

Request method POST 
 

Enabling Resource Settings  

Resource settings enable the administrator to limit how long a user can retain a DB, retain history of requests as 
well as how far in the future a user can request a DB.  Specific to the request for a DB in the future, the usual best 
practices are 7 days.  This enables the user to request a DB on Monday to be created over the coming weekend.  
As far as auto deletion or retention of a DB, this is very customer specific and should be driven by business needs.  
The following will enable you to administer those settings via REST API.  The following is for creating Global 
Request Settings for a Role. 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/setup/requestsettings/global/roles 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body { 

    "SERVICE_INSTANCE_USER_SHARE_ALLOWED": { 
        "value": "true" 
    }, 
    "requestSettings": [ 
        { 
            "name": "REQUEST_DURATION_LENGTH", 
            "restrictionPolicy": "Restricted", 
            "unitOfMeasurement": "Weeks", 
            "value": "4" 
        }, 
        { 
            "name": "REQUEST_ARCHIVE_RETENTION_LENGTH", 
            "restrictionPolicy": "Restricted", 
            "unitOfMeasurement": "Hours", 
            "value": "23" 
        }, 
        { 
            "name": "FUTURE_RESERVATION_LENGTH", 
            "restrictionPolicy": "Restricted", 
            "unitOfMeasurement": "Days", 
            "value": "21" 
        } 
    ], 
    "role": "ACME_DBAAS_ROLE" 
} 

Request method POST 
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Creating a Database Profile 

The final step before creating the Service Templates for your Service Catalog is the creation of the Data Profiles.  
This profile is associated with the service template and provides the details or “blueprint” when creating the 
database via the Service Catalog call via REST API.   

The execution of the emcli to create the database profile is as follows: 

emcli create_dbprofile -input_file=data:"<Prop file name>" 

To get the details needed for the input file, execute the following: 

emcli describe_dbprofile_input 

Defining a Service Catalog 

Before you create Service Templates, consideration should be taken as to the offerings you plan on crating for the 
user community.  The goal with a Service Catalog is to ensure that you satisfy the most requests with the least 
number of Service Templates.  That is to say, satisfy at least 80% of the database requests to ensure 
standardization, reduction in process and overall management.  Usually customer will bucket the Service 
Templates by Small, Medium and Large with flavors under these categories for Service Level offerings specific to 
Single Instance, RAC or the offering of Dataguard or standby. 

One should map out the offerings before creating the Service Templates, the following are some examples as to 
the mapping: 

 

As you can see, there is a flow in crating the service offerings.  Define, build the technical footprint to offer, specify 
the eservice model and finally, pool things via zone and pools to maximize resource usage and facilitate self-
service. 

Further definition as to the actual resources on a given Service Template needs to be defined with the following 
example. 
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DBaaS	Service	Catalog	for	Provisioning	

Service	
DefiniDon	

Technical	
Service	

Service	Model	

Resource	Pools	

Define	service	+ers	to	
simplify	your	offerings		

Establish	the	technical	
footprint	of	each	service	+er	

Determine	the	individual	
services	to	be	provisioned	

Align	services	with	resource	
pools	

Bronze	 Silver	 Gold	

Small	 Large	

Medium	 X-Large	

q 	RAC 		
q 	Data	Guard	
q 	Backups	

PDB														Database						Schema	

11.2.0.4	 11.2.0.4	

12.1.0.1	 10.2.0.5	
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This would outline the actual levels of support for Gold, Silver and Bronze with sizing of the actual database.  
Consideration for resources in a given will be critical when setting up the memory and storage for services in a 
zone, as an example. 

 

Once you have completed the planning, the Service Template Creation can begin. 
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Define	Database	Service	Tiers	

Primary	 Standbys	 EM12c	

SI/SIHA	 -	 ü	
SI/SIHA	 SI/SIHA	 ü	
RAC	 -	 ü	
RAC	 SI	 ü	
RAC	 RAC	 ü	
RON	 SI	 ü	
RON	 RON	 ü	

SI					–	Single	Instance	
RON	–	RAC	One	Node	

Deploy	Services	across	regions	

Set	your	own	sizes	

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Size	
CPU	
Core	

RAM		
GB	 Storage	

S	 1	 6	 50	GB	

M	 2	 12	 250	GB	

L	 4	 24	 1,250	GB	

XL	 16	 48	 5	TB	

BRONZE	

SILVER	

GOLD	

AusTn	DC	 Bangalore	DC	

SaLsfy	applicaLon	availability	needs	

Copyright	©	2015	Oracle	and/or	its	affiliates.	All	rights	reserved.		|	

Oracle	Database	as	a	Service	using	EM	
Standardized	offering	via	Service	Catalog	

On Premise 
Datacenter 

SILVER	
Oracle	11gR4	EE	Database	

SILVER	
	Oracle	12c	Pluggable	Database		(Masked	
Data)	

GOLD	
Oracle11gR4	EE	RAC	Database	with	
Standby	

BRONZE  
HR	Schema	in	Oracle	12c	EE	Database		

Automated		
Or	Preferred	
Placement	

Service	Catalog	

Small	
Medium	

Large	
Instance	Size	
opMons	

Service	&	SLA	
opMons	
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Creating Service Templates  

Once the Zones, Pools, Quotas and Request Settings are completed, one can now create the service templates 
that will be later called to create databases, based on standards set by the customer.  Best Practice: Ensure that 
you provide a clear outline in the “description” field of this call as this is what the end user will see and helping them 
understand what they are requesting is critical. The following are some common service templates created to 
satisfy best practices request. 

11gR4 w/standby using Database Template 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/servicetemplates 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Action: Get the 
ORACLE_CLOUD_ZONE 
with: https://<EM 
HOST>:7799/em/websvcs

/restful/extws/cloudservice
s/admin/cfw/v2/resourcepr
oviders” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{ 

     "name": "11gR4 w/standby", 

     "description": "Database with standby through REST 11g", 

     "serviceType": "DB", 

     "serviceTemplateTypeId": "41", 

     "rscProvAssocOption": [ 

         "byRscProvInst" 

     ], 

     "roles": [ 

         "SSA_USER" 

     ], 

     "resourceProvider": { 

         "lookupCharacteristics": [ 

             { 

                 "characteristics": [ 

                     { 

                         "name": "ORACLE.SYSMAN.SSA.ORACLE_CLOUD_ZONE", 

"values": [ 

                             "26E19ACDE4B44B4FE053175951C75A2D" 

                         ], 

                         "targetType": { 

                             "targetType": "oracle_cloud_zone", 

                             "targetTypeName": "Database Pool", 

                             "parentTargetType": "self_service_zone", 

                             "parentTargetTypeName": "PaaS Infrastructure Zone" 

                         } 

                     } 

                 ], 

                 "purposeId": 1 

             } 

         ] 
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Feature Specification 
 

 

 

Action:  Get the URN use 
$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli 
list_swlib_entities  -
show_entity_rev_id -
name="<golden 

provisioning profile 
name>" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     }, 

     "payloads": [ 

         { 

             "name": "PROFILE_COMPONENT_URN", 

             "value":  

"oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Component:SUB_DbProfile:26F409F371F7111EE
053175951C70BE4:0.1" 

  }, 

], 

"configurations": [ 

         { 

             "name": "REF_ZONE", 

             "value": "11gZONE_s0000464" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "REF_HOST", 

             "value": "s0000464.<domain>.com" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "REF_POOL", 

             "value": "11gPOOL_s0000464" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:DB_STORAGE_TYPE", 

             "value": "ASM" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:REC_STORAGE_TYPE_SAME_AS_DB_FILES", 

             "value": "Y" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:ARCHIVE_LOG_MODE", 

             "value": "Y" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:FLASH_RECOVERY_AREA_SIZE", 

             "value": "10240" 

         }, 

         { 
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Feature Specification 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action:  Get the URN use 
$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli 
list_swlib_entities  -
show_entity_rev_id -
name="<golden 

provisioning profile 
name>" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:DATA_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "DATA" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:REDO_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "REDO" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:RECOVERY_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "ORAARCH" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DATABASE_TYPE", 

             "value": "oracle_database" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "ORACLE.SYSMAN.SSA.PROVISIONING_TYPE", 

             "values": ["DBCA_TEMPLATE"] 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "ENTITY_TYPE", 

             "value": "USE_PROFILE" 

         }, 

         { 

            "name": "PROFILE_VERSION", 

             "value": "latest" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "PROFILE_COMPONENT_URN", 

             "value":  

"oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Component:SUB_DbProfile:26F409F371F7111EE
053175951C70BE4:0.1" 

         }, 

{ 

             "name": "REF_TGT", 

             "value": "s0000464.<domain>.com" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "USER_PRIVILEGES", 
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Feature Specification 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             "value": "CREATE SESSION, ALTER SESSION" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "COMMON_DB_SID", 

             "value": "db" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "SID_OPTION", 

             "value": "prefix" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "SELECT_ORACLE_HOME_OPTION", 

             "value": "SELECT_ORACLE_HOME_AT_RUNTIME" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "COMMON_DB_SYS_PASSWORD", 

             "value": "oracle" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DB_ADMIN_PASSWORD_SAME", 

             "value": "true" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "LISTENER_PORT", 

             "value": "1526" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "STANDBY_REQUIRED", 

             "value": "true" 

         }, 

{ 

"name": "STANDBY_DB_DETAILS", 

"value": "", 

"values": [ 

"pool=11gPOOL_s0000457_standby;databaseSIDPrefix=sb;databaseType=oracle_database;standbyCo
nfigName=standby_through_REST;redoMode=ASYNC;realtimeQuery=true;databaseDelay=5;databaseU
niqueName=SBREST;standbyStorageType=ASM;standbyStorageLocation=DATA;standbyFRAType=AS

M;standbyFRALocation=ORAARCH;standbyFRASize=1024;standbyLsnrPort=1526" 

] 

} 
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Feature Specification 
    ] 

} 
Request method POST 

12cR2 w/standby using Database Template 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/servicetemplates 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action:  Get the 
ORACLE_CLOUD_ZON
E with: 
https://<EMURL>:7799/e
m/websvcs/restful/extws/
cloudservices/admin/cfw/

v2/resourceproviders  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{ 

     "name": "12cR2 _with_standby_prefix", 

     "description": "Database with WORKING standby through REST 12c", 

     "serviceType": "DB", 

     "serviceTemplateTypeId": "41", 

     "rscProvAssocOption": [ 

         "byRscProvInst" 

     ], 

     "roles": [ 

         "SSA_USER" 

     ], 

     "resourceProvider": { 

         "lookupCharacteristics": [ 

             { 

                 "characteristics": [ 

                     { 

                         "name": "ORACLE.SYSMAN.SSA.ORACLE_CLOUD_ZONE", 

 

                         "values": [ 

                             "BD929D21B70B519C1FB4957B1EB11ED7" 

                         ], 

                         "targetType": { 

                             "targetType": "oracle_cloud_zone", 

                             "targetTypeName": "Database Pool", 

                             "parentTargetType": "self_service_zone", 

                             "parentTargetTypeName": "PaaS Infrastructure Zone" 

                         } 

                     } 

                 ], 

                 "purposeId": 1 

             } 

         ] 

     }, 

     "payloads": [ 
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Action: Get the URN use 
$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli 
list_swlib_entities  -
show_entity_rev_id -
name="<golden 
provisioning profile 

name>" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         { 

             "name": "PROFILE_COMPONENT_URN", 

             "value":  

"oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Component:SUB_DbProfile:26F409F371F7111EE0
53175951C70BE4:0.1" 

         } 

     ], 

     "configurations": [ 

         { 

             "name": "REF_ZONE", 

             "value": "12cZONE_s0000467" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "REF_HOST", 

             "value": "s0000467.sys.cloud.fedex.com" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "REF_POOL", 

             "value": "12cPOOL_s0000467" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:DB_STORAGE_TYPE", 

             "value": "ASM" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:REC_STORAGE_TYPE_SAME_AS_DB_FILES", 

             "value": "Y" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:ARCHIVE_LOG_MODE", 

             "value": "Y" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:FLASH_RECOVERY_AREA_SIZE", 

             "value": "10240" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:DATA_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "DATA" 

         }, 
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Action:  Get the URN 

use 
$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli 
list_swlib_entities  -
show_entity_rev_id -
name="<golden 
provisioning profile 

name>" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:REDO_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "REDO" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DBCA_TEMPLATE:RECOVERY_FILE_LOCATION", 

             "value": "ORAARCH" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DATABASE_TYPE", 

             "value": "oracle_database" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "ORACLE.SYSMAN.SSA.PROVISIONING_TYPE", 

             "values": ["DBCA_TEMPLATE"] 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "ENTITY_TYPE", 

             "value": "USE_PROFILE" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "PROFILE_VERSION", 

             "value": "latest" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "PROFILE_COMPONENT_URN", 

             "value":  

"oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Component:SUB_DbProfile:26F409F371F7111EE0
53175951C70BE4:0.1" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "REF_TGT", 

             "value": "s0000467.<domain>.com" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "USER_PRIVILEGES", 

             "value": "CREATE SESSION, ALTER SESSION" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "COMMON_DB_SID", 
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             "value": "db" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "SID_OPTION", 

             "value": "prefix" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "SELECT_ORACLE_HOME_OPTION", 

             "value": "SELECT_ORACLE_HOME_AT_RUNTIME" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "COMMON_DB_SYS_PASSWORD", 

             "value": "oracle" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "DB_ADMIN_PASSWORD_SAME", 

             "value": "true" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "LISTENER_PORT", 

             "value": "1521" 

         }, 

         { 

             "name": "STANDBY_REQUIRED", 

             "value": "true" 

         }, 

{ 

"name": "STANDBY_DB_DETAILS", 

"value": "", 

"values": [ 

"pool=12cPOOL_standby;databaseSIDPrefix=sb;databaseType=oracle_database;standbyConfigName=st
andby_through_REST;redoMode=ASYNC;realtimeQuery=true;databaseDelay=5;standbyStorageType=A
SM;standbyStorageLocation=DATA;standbyFRAType=ASM;standbyFRALocation=ORAARCH;standbyFR
ASize=1024;standbyLsnrPort=1521" 

] 

} 

    ] 

} 
Request method POST 
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      Service Template Pre and Post Scripts 

When creating a Service Templates there is an opportunity to add a pre deployment and post deployment 
script to execute any post processes or pre checks prior to deploying a database.  This can be done with 
standard framework in Enterprise Manager in the Service Template itself. 

The first thing is to build the actual Perl script, this is standard Perl code but can be very powerful when looking 
to fully automate.  One of the biggest features is the dynamic nature of the variables that can be used when 
constructing the pre or post script in perl, the following are the variables available for the database target: 

ssaRequestId=1 

ssaUser=SSA_USER 

ssaTargetName=SIDB Zone 

ssaTargetType=self_service_zone 

zoneTargetName=SIDB Zone 

zoneTargetType=self_service_zone 

SEL_HOST=slc00ecw.us.oracle.com 

MEM_SIZE=600 

STORAGE_SIZE=600 

HOST_CREDS=SSA_ADMIN_AIME:SSA_ADMIN 

INIT_PARAMS=processes=150,cluster_database=FALSE,db_name=null,open_cursors=300,db_block_size=8192,audit_file_dest={ORACL
E_BASE}/admin/{DB_UNIQUE_NAME}/adump,diagnostic_dest={ORACLE_BASE},db_recovery_file_dest={ORACLE_BASE}/fast_recover
y_area,compatible=11.2.0.0.0,audit_trail=DB,log_archive_format=%t_%s_%r.dbf,remote_login_passwordfile=EXCLUSIVE,undo_tablespac

e=UNDOTBS1,db_recovery_file_dest_size=4227858432,memory_target=629145600,control_files=("{ORACLE_BASE}/oradata/{DB_UNIQ
UE_NAME}/control01.ctl", "{ORACLE_BASE}/fast_recovery_area/{DB_UNIQUE_NAME}/control02.ctl") 

PROFILE_COMPONENT_URN=oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Component:SUB_DbProfile:D895A2D102CC08DCE
040F00ABAB35E6F:0.1 

DATABASE_TYPE=oracle_database 

WORK_DIR=/tmp 

DBAAS_SSA_CUSTOM_POST_SCRIPTS_URN=oracle:defaultService:em:provisioning:1:cmp:COMP_Directives:none:D896964AEF6465
2EE040F00ABAB30675:0.1 

USER_NAME=master 

INSTANCE_COUNT=1 

DB_ADMIN_PASSWORD_SAME=true 

COMMON_DB_SID=DBCAAA00 

COMMON_DOMAIN_NAME=us.oracle.com 

LISTENER_PORT=1521 

COMMON_GLOBAL_DB_NAME=DBCAAA00.slc00ecw.us.oracle.com 

DB_ORACLE_HOME_LOC=/u01/app/orabase/product/11.2.0/dbhome1 

DB_ORACLE_BASE_LOC=/u01/app/orabase 

TOTAL_MEMORY=600 

SGA_MEMORY=0 

PGA_MEMORY=0 

MEM_SIZE=600 

STORAGE_SIZE=600 
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As you can see, the above is a very a comprehensive list that can be used as input variables for any Perl 
script.  The following is an example of a Perl script that can be used a framework to create a more complex 
script to execute. 

use Getopt::Long; 

 use File::Path; 

 use File::Spec; 

 #Store the passed input file path in a variable 

 my $fileName = $ARGV[0]; 

 #Print the input file content as it is... 

 print "Printing the variable values received from cloud request ...\n"; 

 open IN,"<",$fileName or die "Can't open file due to :$!"; 

 while(<>){ 

   print $_; 

 } 

 close IN; 

 # Reads a text file with var=values pairs line delimited 

 # Setting the values in the environment 

 sub readDat { 

  # Grab the passed parameter 

  my $filename = $_[0]; 

  my @Data; 

  # The ubiquitous $i counter  

  my $i = 0; 

  # Register a filehandle 

  local (*DATFILE); 

  # Open the file for read 

  open (DATFILE, $filename) or print ( "Can't open $filename: $1"); 

# Read through the file one line at a time 

  FORA:while (<DATFILE>) { 

   # Skip over any comments 

   if ( /#.*/ ) { 

    next FORA; 

   } 

   # Clean up any extraneous garbage 

   chomp;   # no newline 

   s/^\s+//;  # no leading white 

   s/\s+$//;  # no trailing white 

      # If clean up eliminated any data worth reading 

      # lets skip to the next line 
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      next unless length;  

   # We can't load the lines with $VARS as we will 

   # loose any values so we'll make sure to escape them 

   # (the $'s that is) 

   s/\$/\\\$/g; 

   # localizing $var and $value to make sure 

   # they are clean out on every read. 

   my ($var, $value) = split(/=/,$_); 

   # Load variable into enviroment 

   $ENV{$var}="$value"; 

   $i++; 

  } 

 } 

print "Loading custom variables into ENV..\n"; 

 readDat("custom_sample_variables.txt"); 

 print "Print custom variables...\n"; 

 print "VAR1=" . $ENV{'VAR1'} . "\n" ; 

 print "VAR2=" . $ENV{'VAR2'}  . "\n"; 

 print "VAR3=" . $ENV{'VAR3'}  . "\n"; 

 print "Loading cloud variables into ENV..\n"; 

 readDat($fileName); 

##########Available Env variables###### 

#COMMON_DB_SID=<sid> 

#DB_ORACLE_HOME_LOC=<oracle Home> 

#DB_ORACLE_BASE_LOC=<Oracle Base> 

#ssaUser=SSA_ADMIN 

#SEL_HOST=<Host selected> 

#HOST_CREDS=AIME:SSA_ADMIN 

#WORK_DIR=/tmp 

#USER_NAME=abcd 

#INSTANCE_COUNT=1 

#DB_ADMIN_PASSWORD_SAME=true 

#COMMON_DOMAIN_NAME=<Domain> 

#LISTENER_PORT=1521 

#COMMON_GLOBAL_DB_NAME=<Global Db Name> 

#TOTAL_MEMORY=508 

#Edit sqlnet.ora ldap.ora; 

#/u01/app/oracle/11.2.0.3/grid/bin/srvctl setenv database -d $sid -T 
TNS_ADMIN=/sbcimp/omfshared/scripts/ocs/fs_stage/cmda/$sid/network/admin”; 

######################################### 
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 my $service_name="$ENV{'COMMON_DB_SID'}"; 

 $ENV{"ORACLE_HOME"}="$ENV{'DB_ORACLE_HOME_LOC'}"; 

       #find sid by parsing pmon process. 

        my $pmon_ora = ".*pmon_".$service_name.".*"; 

        my $process = `ps -eaf |grep $pmon_ora |grep -v grep`; 

        chomp($process); 

        my $sid = ( split "pmon_", $process )[ -1 ]; 

        $ENV{"ORACLE_SID"}= $sid; 

print "Executing ...\n"; 

 my $CMD = mkdir /sbcimp/omfshared/scripts/ocs/fs_stage/cmda/$sid/network/admin;  cp 
/sbcimp/omfshared/scripts/ocs/fs_stage/cmda/wallet_stage/* /sbcimp/omfshared/scripts/ocs/fs_stage/cmda/$sid/network/admin”; 

 print "$CMD\n"; 

 system($CMD); 

 my $ERROR_CODE = $?; 

 print "Error code is $ERROR_CODE \n"; 

 if ( $ERROR_CODE == 0 ) 

 { 

   print "Script Completed\n"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

   print "Error occured while executing \n"; 

 } 

 
You will notice in this script that there is a “custom_sample_variables.txt”  that is referenced.  This can be used to 
provide custom environment variables to be used in the script.  If this isn’t a requirement, it can be removed. 

The above script was used to extract various data points and put them in a file for later capture by a CMDB 
tool. 

Under the “my CMD” or “system” call in Perl, one can reference any command or script desired.  As well, all 
output from the script will be displayed in the overall procedure activity for review and historical reference. 

Once the script is created, it then needs to be uploaded into the EM software library to later add to a specific 
Service Template. 
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Log into Enterprise Manager and navigate to ENTERPRISE -> PROVISIONING & PATCHING => SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY.  Once there, choose the folder where you would want to upload the script.  Best practices says that 
you should create a unique folder so highlight the top level “SOFTWARE LIBRARY” and click ACTION -> 
CREATE FOLDER.  Once that is complete, scroll down and highlight that location. 

Return to the top and again choose ACTION ->CREATE ENTITY-> DIRECTIVES, the following screen will 
display. 

 

Enter the mane of the script (i.e., DB_Post_Create).  Other Attributes and Attachments are not required.  Once 
complete, click NEXT on the top right hand corner of the screen, the next screen below will appear. 

 

    Click the “ADD”  on the left side to enter the COMMAND LINE ARGUMENTS, you will see the following. 
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In the first block, enter a double quote “, in the second block, enter INPUT and in the third block, enter another 
double quote “. 

Once this is complete, click OK and you should see the following. 

 

 

Notice that the “Command Line” says “${INPUT}”, this was constructed from the inputs that you entered in the 
previous screen and will be interpreted by PERL when run automatically by EM.  Also notice that the 
Configuration Properties says “Shell Type” PERL, leave this as this is the operator here.  There are other 
options there such as “BASH” and “DEFINED IN SCRIPT” but shouldn’t be used at this time as the script we 
created was PERL as well as the examples in the software library when installing EM.  To see the scripts 
shipped with EM, search the software library for “Pre or Post Database Script”.  They are located under 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY -> Database as a Service -> Samples. 

Once complete, click next to see the following screen. We now need to select the file(s) to be uploaded.  Leave 
the “Upload Files” button clicked and as well, use the default Software Library Destination.  Then under the 
“Specify Source” choose  “local machine” if it is a small script or “Agent Machine” if it is a large script as the 
browser will limit the size to the upload file to 128K for local machine upload. Click “Add” to upload the file. 

Once the file is uploaded you will notice that the Main File field is now populated.  This is because the first file 
you upload will be the primary.  That is to say, a script can call a number of scripts and the first file uploaded 
should be the mail script that will call the children.  Click Next to review for upload. 

 

 

Once the script is uploaded, it then can be referenced in a Service Template for full automation of the 
execution as well as post deployment requirements. 
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Operational Implementation 

Once the administrative tasks are completed, one can now start executing the operational REST API calls to 
service the users requests.  These are the REST API calls that will be used to status and action activates against 
resources that have been requested via DBaaS REST API. 

12cR2 DB Request by Zone with optional standby 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/cloud/dbaas/zone/<zone number> 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body 
 
Action: get the zone 
number by using  
https://<EM 
HOST>:7799/em/cloud 
 
Action:  get the 
service template via 
https://<EM 
HOST>:7799/em/cloud 
 

{ 

 "based_on": 
"/em/cloud/dbaas/dbplatformtemplate/2719388C8244494BE053175951C7E11
C", 

 "name": " 12cR2 DB with Standby", 

 "description": "12cR2 DB with Standby", 

 "standby_required": "true", 

 "params": { 

  "username": "userid", 

  "password": "oracle", 

  "service_name": "oracle", 

  "standbydbs": 

[ 

{ 

"standbydb_name":"standby_through_REST" 

} 

] 

 } 

 
} 

Request method POST 

11gR4 DB request based on zone with optional standby 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/cloud/dbaas/zone/<Zone GUID> 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/oracle.com.cloud.common.DbPlatformInstance+json 
Accept: application/oracle.com.cloud.common.DbPlatformInstance+json 

Body 
 
Action: Get the 
Service Template 
GUID using: 
<EMURL>/em/websvcs
/restful/extws/cloudserv
ices/admin/cfw/v2/servi
cetemplates 
 

Action: Get the 
Zone Number GUID 
using:   

{ 

 "based_on": 
"/em/cloud/dbaas/dbplatformtemplate/27096AB79A4F1FC0E053175951C74C83", 

 "name": "11gR4 through REST API", 

 "description": "11gR4 through REST API", 

 "standby_required": "false", 

 "params": { 

  "username": "oracle", 
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<EMURL>/em/webs
vcs/restful/extws/clo
udservices/admin/cf
w/v1/paaszones 

 

Action: Get 
Resource Providers 
(Zones and Pools) : 
https://<EMURL>/e
m/websvcs/restful/e
xtws/cloudservices/
admin/cfw/v2/resour
ceproviders 

 

 

  "password": "oracle", 

  "service_name": "oracle1" 

 } 
} 

Request method POST 
 

Viewing Details of a Service Instance 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders/{resourcepr

oviderid}/ 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body None 
Request method GET 
NOTE: Get the resourceproviderid using   

https://<EMURL>/em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders 

Viewing Details of the Attributes of a Service Instance 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

}/attributes 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body None 
Request method GET 
NOTE: Get the instanceguid using: 

https://<EMURL>/em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders 

Viewing Details of the Available Actions on a Service Instance 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

}/actions 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body None 
Request method GET 
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Viewing Details of the Action Inputs Required To Execute an Action on a Service Instance 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

}/actions/{actionid} 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body None 
Request method GET 

Start Database 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

} 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body { 

    "actionId": 26 
} 

Request method PUT 
Stop Database 

Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

} 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body { 

    "actionId": 27, 
    "actionInputs": [ 
        { 
            "name": "shutdownMode", 
            "value": "immediate" 
        } 
    ] 
} 

Request method PUT 

Delete Database 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/serviceinstances/{instanceguid

} 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body { 

    "actionId": 25 
} 

Request method PUT 

Viewing Details of a Resource Provider (Zone or Software Pool) 
Feature Specification 
URI /em/websvcs/restful/extws/cloudservices/admin/cfw/v2/resourceproviders/{resourcepr

oviderid} 
Request headers Authorization: basic ZGVtb3VzZXI6ZGVtb3VzZXI= 

Content-Type: application/json 
Body None 
Request method GET 
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Other Useful API Calls 

There are a few calls that will be needed from time to time that will further facilitate the use of the APIs from 
Enterprise Manager to fully automate your IT operation.  They are as follows: 

Create DB Sizes 

$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli create_database_size -name="Small” -description="Small"  -
attributes="cpu:4;storage:150;memory:4 " 

        $OMS_HOME/bin emcli create_database_size -name="Med” -description="Med"  -
attributes="cpu:6;storage:200;memory:6 " 

$OMS_HOME/bin emcli create_database_size -name="Large” -description="Large"  -
attributes="cpu:8;storage:300;memory:16 " 

List the DB sizes available 

$OMS_HOME/bin/emcli list_db_sizes 

Conclusion 

As IT organizations are always pressured to reduce costs, streamline process and do “more with less” all while 
ensuring that service levels are maintained for the LOBs, Oracle Enterprise Manager and it’s features around 
Database as a Service are becoming a critical tool in the automation toolbox.  Hundreds of customers have 
implemented the Cloud Pack for Oracle Database and have seen reductions in “time to market” by as much as 
50% as well as reduction in OPEX by 40%. They also have seen increase resource usage of CAPEX 
resources in their datacenters by as much as 50%.  The cost savings and process savings are real and in may 
cases, customers see a return on their software investment specific to the Cloud pack by as little as 12 months.   

Oracle continues to work hard to ensure that the tools offered give the customer the best opportunity for 
success and as always, are partners with their customer in realizing the customers IT objectives. 
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